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PREPOSITIONS

Directions (Q. 1-15) : Fill in the blanks with suitable

prepositions from the alternatives given under each

sentence.

1. Be careful _____ that man if you are doing business with

him. He is capable _____ the meanest tricks.

1) at, on 2) of, of 3) at, with 4) on, of

2. Kamala is keen _____ music and literature while her sister is

more interested _____ outdoor games.

1) on, in 2) at, on 3) of, in 4) in, at

3. Pauline was angry _____ Alex when she found out that Alex

had got rid of the cat which she was very fond _____ .

1) at, about 2) of, at 3) with, of 4) to, by

4. Although that handicapped person is incapable _____ doing

heavy work, he is adept _____ weaving baskets.

1) in, of 2) at, on 3) with, by 4) of, at

5. The hotel is adjacent _____ the railway station. The

accommodation that it provides is adequate _____ your

needs.

1) to, for 2) of, to 3) by, for 4) to with

6. She is gifted _____ a talent for writing and is very successful

_____ her job as a journalist.

1) at, by 2) for, with 3) with, at 4) in, by

7. The child is disappointed _____ not being allowed to mix

with the other children. He is tired _____ always being in the

company of elderly people.

1) for, with 2) at, of 3) at, at 4) of, in



8. They were pleased _____ the opportunity given to them.

They assured him that he would not be disappointed _____

their work.

1) with, with 2) by, for 3) of, at               4) about, with

9. The manager is very satisfied _____ the new secretary's work.

He says that she is very quick _____ her work.

1) in, at 2) with, for 3) at, of 4) with, at

10. Mr Loo is very worried _____ his eldest son who is very

careless _____ his money.

1) about, with 2) at, of 3) on, in 4) to, for

11. The little boy climbed _____ the wall and looked _____ to

see what was going on.

 1) up, in 2) over, up 3) up, down 4) on, down

12. Wearily she put her basket _____ the pavement and leaned

_____ the lamp post.

1) in, on 2) on, against 3) above, at 4) at, against

13. We had been searching ______ her for almost three hours

when I heard her calling ______ help.

1) for, for 2) down, at 3) with, of 4) at, on

14. The old man died ______ cancer. There was nothing the

doctors could do to cure him ______ the disease.

1) of, at 2) from, by 3) of, of 4) for, in

15. I advise you not to turn ______ offer which other people

would jump ______ .

1) off, over 2) to, for 3) out, at 4) down, at
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